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Be in Control with the ATS Plus from Cal Spas

The Cal Spas patented Exclusive Adjustable Therapy Seat Plus (ATS Plus) is a
jet system that will let the user choose between 9 various pressure levels
including:
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Low rolling bursts,
Medium continuous bursts
Accelerated continuous bursts
Swift rolling bursts
3 gentle bursts followed by 1 vigorous burst
Quick powerful continuous bursts
Gentle powerful alternating bursts
Medium low rolling bursts
Extended low rolling burst

Cal Spas exclusive jets are deliberately placed along the lines of the body for
maximum therapeutic benefit. The ATS Plus Seat is made to with ergonomics
to conform to your body. The ATS Plus Seat comes equipped with its own
dedicated control panel. The control panel allows you to intuitively
personalize your massage with a slight touch of the fingertips.
The Cal Spas exclusive ATS Plus Seat will save you cost and energy savings due
to having its own dedicated pump. Furthermore, this seat provides an
endless premium hydrotherapy experience that you can call your own. Cal
Spas builds each spa with perfection in mind to enhance your life and
decompress your stress.
ABOUT CAL SPAS ®Cal Spas was founded in 1978 as a provider of luxury hot
tubs. Today, the celebrated hot tub giant is world renowned as the #1
Global Manufacturer of Home Resort Products™. The company produces
premium collections of lifestyle products from its headquarters in Pomona,
California and distributes worldwide through a network of specialty dealers.
The Cal Spas brand family of products includes Cal Spas hot tubs and swim
spas. Cal Flame high-end barbecue grills, outdoor barbecue islands, outdoor
fireplaces and fire pits. Learn about Home Resort Living and find a local
authorized dealer at www.calspas.com

